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Super Brain Deepak Chopra
Deepak Chopra, M.D., has emerged as one of the most powerful leaders in the revolutionary
field of mind/body medicine. His extraordinary bestseller Quantum Healing explored the mind's
connection to seemingly miraculous cures for cancer and other serious illnesses. Now, in
Unconditional Life, he undertakes an even greater challenge: to explain how consciousness
can lead the way to total freedom and perfect health. Unconditional Life brings together
disciplines ranging from modern physics and neuroscience to the ancient traditions of Indian
wisdom to show how our perceptions create our reality for good or ill--and how the outside
world can be shaped by altering the world within. In a book filled with hope and inspiration, Dr.
Chopra offers compelling proof of the power of consciousness and a daring new vision of our
own unlimited potential.
In one way or another, we all carry trauma. It can manifest as anxiety, shame, low self-esteem,
over-eating, under-eating, addiction, depression, confusion, people-pleasing, under-earning,
low mood, negative thinking, social anxiety, anger, brain fog and more. Traumas, big or ‘little’,
leave us trapped in cycles of dysfunctional behaviours, negative thoughts and difficult feelings.
Yet many people are unaware they’re stuck in old reactions and patterns that stem from their
past traumas. Many of us are wary of the word and push it away instead of moving towards it
and learning how to break free. Dr Sarah Woodhouse is a Research Psychologist who
specialises in trauma and is passionate about helping people face this word and their past. In
You’re Not Broken she teaches you what a trauma is (it’s probably not what you think), and
how to recognise when, why and how your past is holding you back. She gently explains the
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pitfalls of ignoring awkward, upsetting episodes and how true freedom comes from looking
back at your past with honesty. Then, sharing the latest research-based techniques and her
own personal experience, she guides you towards breaking the trauma loop, reawakening your
true self and reclaiming your future.
Deepak Chopra presents ten lessons to help build awareness and change the distorted energy
patterns that are the root cause of aging, infirmity, and disease. Fifteen years after his #1 New
York Times bestseller, Ageless Body, Timeless Mind, Deepak Chopra revisits "the forgotten
miracle"–the body's infinite capacity for change and renewal. You cannot take advantage of
this miracle, Chopra says, unless you are willing to completely reinvent your body,
transforming it from a material object to a dynamic, flowing process. "Your physical body is a
fiction," Chopra contends. Every cell is made up of two invisible ingredients: awareness and
energy. Transformation can't stop with the body, however; it must involve the soul. The
soul–seemingly invisible, aloof, and apart from the material world–actually creates the body.
Only by going to the level of the soul will you access your full potential, bringing more
intelligence, creativity, and awareness into every aspect of your life. Reinventing the Body,
Resurrecting the Soul delivers ten breakthroughs–five for the body, five for the soul–that lead
to self-transformation. In clear, accessible terms, Chopra shows us how to commit ourselves to
deeper awareness, focus on relationships instead of consumption, embrace every day as a
new world, and transcend the obstacles that afflict body and mind. Deepak Chopra has
inspired millions with his profound teachings over the years. His bestselling books have
explored the mind/body connection and the power of spirit. With his latest book, he invites you
to experience with him the miracles that unfold when we connect the body directly to the
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awesome mysteries that give life meaning–directly to the soul. When you have completed this
journey, after reinventing your body and resurrecting your soul, the ecstasy of true wholeness
becomes possible for the very first time.
Leadership is the most crucial choice one can make—it is the decision to step out of darkness
into the light. Bestselling author and spiritual guide Deepak Chopra invites you to become the
kind of leader most needed today: a leader with vision who can make that vision real. Chopra
has been teaching leadership to CEOs and other top executives for eight years, and the path
outlined in The Soul of Leadership applies to any business, but the same principles are
relevant in every community and area of life, from family and home to school, place of worship,
and neighborhood. “At the deepest level,” Chopra writes, “a leader is the symbolic soul of a
group.” With clear, practical steps, you are led through the crucial skills outlined in the
acronym L-E-A-D-E-R-S: L = Look and Listen E = Emotional Bonding A = Awareness D =
Doing E = Empowerment R = Responsibility S = Synchronicity After identifying your own soul
profile and the core values you want to develop, you can use these seven skills to allow your
potential for greatness to emerge. Only from the level of the soul, Chopra contends, are great
leaders created. Once that connection is made, you have unlimited access to the most vital
qualities a leader can possess: creativity, intelligence, organizing power, and love. The Soul of
Leadership aims to fill the most critical void in contemporary life, the void of enlightened
leaders. “You can be such a leader,” Chopra promises. “The path is open to you. The only
requirement is that you learn to listen to your inner guide.” In this unique handbook you are
shown how to do just that, in words as practical as they are uplifting. The future is unfolding at
this very minute, and the choice to lead it lies with each of us, here and now.
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Self help.
A pop-culture presentation of the Integral Approach from visionary genius Ken Wilber,
designed as an easy introduction to his work. What if we attempted to create an all-inclusive
map that touches the most important factors from all of the world’s great traditions? Using all
the known systems and models of human growth—from the ancient sages to the latest
breakthroughs in cognitive science—Ken Wilber distills their major components into five simple
elements, ones that readers can relate to their own experience right now. With clear
explanations, practical exercises, and familiar examples, The Integral Vision invites readers to
share in the innovative approach to spiritual growth, business success, and personal
relationships. This book has been adapted from the 2009 graphic edition. This book is part of
the Shambhala Pocket Library series. The Shambhala Pocket Library is a collection of short,
portable teachings from notable figures across religious traditions and classic texts. The covers
in this series are rendered by Colorado artist Robert Spellman. The books in this collection
distill the wisdom and heart of the work Shambhala Publications has published over 50 years
into a compact format that is collectible, reader-friendly, and applicable to everyday life.
Outlines a method for bolstering liver health through strategic meals and superfoods rather
than fasts and starvation methods, counseling readers on how to improve overall bodily
function by minimizing toxins ranging from alcohol and caffeine to pesticides and artificial
sweeteners. Original.
Originally published in hardcover in 2018 by Harmony Books.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Deepak Chopra joins forces with leading physicist
Menas Kafatos to explore some of the most important and baffling questions about our
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place in the world. "A riveting and absolutely fascinating adventure that will blow your
mind wide open!" —Dr. Rudolph E. Tanzi What happens when modern science reaches
a crucial turning point that challenges everything we know about reality? In this brilliant,
timely, and practical work, Chopra and Kafatos tell us that we've reached just such a
point. In the coming era, the universe will be completely redefined as a "human
universe" radically unlike the cold, empty void where human life is barely a speck in the
cosmos. You Are the Universe literally means what it says--each of us is a co-creator of
reality extending to the vastest reaches of time and space. This seemingly impossible
proposition follows from the current state of science, where outside the public eye,
some key mysteries cannot be solved, even though they are the very issues that define
reality itself: • What Came Before the Big Bang? • Why Does the Universe Fit Together
So Perfectly? • Where Did Time Come From? • What Is the Universe Made Of? • Is
the Quantum World Linked to Everyday Life? • Do We Live in a Conscious Universe? •
How Did Life First Begin? “The shift into a new paradigm is happening,” the authors
write. “The answers offered in this book are not our invention or eccentric flights of
fancy. All of us live in a participatory universe. Once you decide that you want to
participate fully with mind, body, and soul, the paradigm shift becomes personal. The
reality you inhabit will be yours either to embrace or to change.” What these two great
minds offer is a bold, new understanding of who we are and how we can transform the
world for the better while reaching our greatest potential.
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Working from the intriguing hypothesis that Alzheimer's dementia is the result of a
renegade protein-beta amyloid-Tanzi and others set out to find the gene responsible for
its production. Decoding Darkness takes us deep into the minds and far-flung labs of
many a prominent researcher, offering an intimate view of the high stakes of molecular
genetics, the revolution that propels it, the obstacles that threaten to derail it, and the
families whose lives are so dependent upon it. Tanzi and Parson ultimately reveal that
Alzheimer's, like heart disease, may be effectively treated-even prevented.
Ageless Body, Timeless Mind goes beyond current anti-aging research and ancient
mind/body wisdom to dramatically demonstrate that we do not have to grow old! Dr.
Chopra shows us that, contrary to traditional beliefs, we can learn to direct the way our
bodies and minds metabolize time and actually reverse the aging process -- thereby
retaining vitality, creativity, memory, and self-esteem. In a unique program that includes
stress reduction, dietary changes, and exercise, Dr. Chopra offers a step-by-step,
individually tailored regimen for maximum living in exceptionally good health. For the
young at heart, here is the most remarkable approach yet to achieving unbound
physical and spiritual potential.
A groundbreaking exploration of the neuroscience of spirituality and a bold new
paradigm for health, healing, and resilience—from a New York Times bestselling author
and award-winning researcher “A new revolution of health and well-being and a
testament to, and celebration of, the power within.”—Deepak Chopra, MD Whether it’s
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meditation or a walk in nature, reading a sacred text or saying a prayer, there are many
ways to tap into a heightened awareness of the world around you and your place in it.
In The Awakened Brain, psychologist Dr. Lisa Miller shows you how. Weaving her own
deeply personal journey of awakening with her groundbreaking research, Dr. Miller’s
book reveals that humans are universally equipped with a capacity for spirituality, and
that our brains become more resilient and robust as a result of it. For leaders in
business and government, truth-seekers, parents, healers, educators, and any person
confronting life’s biggest questions, The Awakened Brain combines cutting-edge
science (from MRI studies to genetic research, epidemiology, and more) with on-theground application for people of all ages and from all walks of life, illuminating the
surprising science of spirituality and how to engage it in our lives: • The awakened
decision is the better decision. With an awakened perception, we are more creative,
collaborative, ethical, and innovative. • The awakened brain is the healthier brain. An
engaged spiritual life enhances grit, optimism, and resilience while providing insulation
against addiction, trauma, and depression. • The awakened life is the inspired life.
Loss, uncertainty, and even trauma are the gateways by which we are invited to move
beyond merely coping with hardship to transcend into a life of renewal, healing, joy, and
fulfillment. Absorbing, uplifting, and ultimately enlightening, The Awakened Brain is a
conversation-starting saga of scientific discovery packed with counterintuitive findings
and practical advice on concrete ways to access your innate spirituality and build a life
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of meaning and contribution.
Stop running. Nothing is chasing you. Thanks to technology, today’s world is more
comfortable than ever, but our survival instinct that evolved to protect us from danger is
on high alert. Though mild discomforts such as work demands, traffic jams, family
conflict, or having to perform under pressure are not life threatening, they can still
trigger the brain’s fight or flight fear reaction. And this response can lead to a reliance
on drugs, alcohol, overeating, insomnia, phobias, chronic pain, illness, or just losing our
temper for no apparent reason. In this eye-opening book, psychologist Dr. Marc Schoen
offers practical strategies to tame your overly reactive survival instinct and conquer
fear, build resilience, boost decision-making, and improve every aspect of your life.
The author recounts his medical career, describes his introduction to Ayurvedic
medicine, and shares his views on health and healing
Being Myself is a contemplative exploration of the essential nature of our self. Everyone
has the sense of ‘being myself,' but not everyone knows their self clearly. In most
cases, our sense of self is mixed up with the content of experience and, as a result, its
natural condition of peace and happiness is veiled. Through investigation and analogy,
the meditations in this collection take us back to our true nature again and again, until
we begin to find our self naturally and effortlessly established there, as that. In time,
experience loses its capacity to veil our being, and its innate peace and joy emerge
from the background of experience. * * * The Essence of Meditation Series presents
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meditations on the essential, non-dual understanding that lies at the heart of all the
great religious and spiritual traditions, compiled from contemplations led by Rupert
Spira at his meetings and retreats. This simple, contemplative approach, which
encourages a clear seeing of one’s experience rather than any kind of effort or
discipline, leads the reader to an experiential understanding of their own essential being
and the peace and fulfilment that are inherent within it.
From the New York Times Bestselling Author. Can God be revived in a skeptical age?
What would it take to give people a spiritual life more powerful than anything in the
past? Deepak Chopra tackles these issues with eloquence and insight in this book. He
proposes that God lies at the source of human awareness. Therefore, any person can
find the God within that transforms everyday life. God is in trouble. The rise of the
militant atheist movement spearheaded by Richard Dawkins signifies, to many, that the
deity is an outmoded myth in the modern world. Deepak Chopra passionately
disagrees, seeing the present moment as the perfect time for making spirituality what it
really should be: reliable knowledge about higher reality. Outlining a path to God that
turns unbelief into the first step of awakening, Deepak shows us that a crisis of faith is
like the fire we must pass through on the way to power, truth, and love. “Faith must be
saved for everyone’s sake,” he writes. “From faith springs a passion for the eternal,
which is even stronger than love. Many of us have lost that passion or have never
known it.” In any age, faith is a cry from the heart. God is the higher consciousness that
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responds to the cry. “By itself, faith can’t deliver God, but it does something more
timely: It makes God possible.” For three decades, Deepak Chopra has inspired
millions with his profound writing and teaching. With The Future of God, he invites us
on a journey of the spirit, providing a practical path to understanding God and our own
place in the universe. Now, is a moment of reinvigoration, he argues. Now is moment of
renewal. Now is the future.
Dr. Tucker, in a follow-up to his book Life Before Life, explores American cases of
young children who report memories of previous lives in the New York Times bestseller,
Return to Life. A first-person account of Jim Tucker's experiences with a number of
extraordinary children with memories of past lives, Return to Life focuses mostly on
American cases, presenting each family's story and describing his investigation. His
goal is to determine what happened—what the child has said, how the parents have
reacted, whether the child's statements match the life of a particular deceased person,
and whether the child could have learned such information through normal means.
Tucker has found cases that provide persuasive evidence that some children do, in
fact, possess memories of previous lives. Among others, readers will meet a boy who
describes a previous life on a small island. When Tucker takes him to that island, he
finds that some details eerily match the boy's statements and some do not. Another boy
points to a photograph from the 1930s and says he used to be one of the men in it.
Once the laborious efforts to identify that man are successful, many of the child's
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numerous memories are found to match the details of his life. Soon after his second
birthday, a third boy begins expressing memories of being a World War II pilot who is
eventually identified. Thought-provoking and captivating, Return to Life urges its
readers to think about life and death and reincarnation, and reflect about their own
consciousness and spirituality.
Arthur McCallum, a young English policeman, discovers the truth about his own destiny
when he and Melchior, apprentice to the wizard Merlin, battle the evil forces of Mordred,
in a modern version of the Arthurian legend
The definitive book of meditation that will help you achieve new dimensions of stressfree living For the past thirty years, Deepak Chopra has been at the forefront of the
meditation revolution in the West. Total Meditation offers a complete exploration and
reinterpretation of the physical, mental, emotional, relational, and spiritual benefits that
this practice can bring. Deepak guides readers on how to wake up to new levels of
awareness that will ultimately cultivate a clear vision, heal suffering in your mind and
body, and help recover who you really are. Readers will undergo a transformative
process, which will result in an awakening of the body, mind, and spirit that will allow
you to live in a state of open, free, creative, and blissful awareness twenty-four hours a
day. With this book, Deepak elevates the practice of meditation to a life-changing quest
for higher consciousness and a more fulfilling existence. He also incorporates new
research on meditation and its benefits, provides practical awareness exercises, and
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concludes with a 52-week program of meditations to help revolutionize every aspect of
your life.
A much-needed antidote to our modern, assembly-line approach to childbirth, this new
book is designed as a guide for all who wish to participate in the wondrous process of
bringing new life into the world. Its ideas derive from two sources: the ancient wisdom
of Ayurveda, with its emphasis on body, mind, and spirit, and the latest Western
scientific prenatal research. By integrating the best information from these two very
different perspectives, this remarkable book gives readers the tools to ensure that our
children are nourished by thoughts, words, and actions from the very moment of
conception. Magical Beginnings, Enchanted Lives is rich in practical information,
including strategies to help enliven the body intelligence of unborn babies by nourishing
each of their five senses, as well as through Ayurvedically balanced nutrition and eating
with awareness. Specific yoga poses and meditation techniques reduce the mother’s
stress and improve the infant’s emotional environment, as do tips for conscious
communication with a partner. Exercises prepare parents for the experience of
childbirth itself, followed by natural approaches to dealing with the first weeks of
parenting, from healing herbs to enhancing your milk supply to coping with postpartum
depression. Inspiring, expansive, and remarkably informative, this unique book from
acclaimed experts in mind-body medicine will profoundly enhance the experience of
pregnancy and birth for both parents and baby.
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Edgar Cayces rare mind tuned to the Universal Mind gives us extraordinary insights
into the power of our own minds. In this fascinating book, Cayce illustrates how
thoughts are things, that may become crimes or miracles in our lives. He explains how
by changing our thinking patterns, we can change our life for the better. He also gives a
unique view into our mind at sleepdescribing the influences motivating our dreams and
visions, and showing us how to better interpret them. He clarifies why the dreaming
mind is so much more important to us than we realize. He also addresses the need to
move away from a too self-centered consciousness, opening up to a larger
consciousness with powerful intuition and precognition.
This book is dedicated to your mastery of the art of realizing all your desires. The
greatest gift you have been given is the gift of your imagination. Everything that now
exists was once imagined. And everything that will ever exist must first be imagined.
Wishes Fulfilled is designed to take you on a voyage of discovery, wherein you can
begin to tap into the amazing manifesting powers that you possess within you and
create a life in which all that you imagine for yourself becomes a present fact. Dr.
Wayne W. Dyer explores, for the first time, the region of your highest self; and
definitively shows you how you can truly change your concept of yourself, embark upon
a God-realized way of living, and fulfill the spiritual truth that with God all things are
possible—and "all things" means that nothing is left out. By practicing the specific
technique for retraining your subconscious mind, you are encouraged to not only place
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into your imagination what you would like to manifest for yourself, but you are given the
specifics for realigning your life so you can live out your highest calling and stay
connected to your Source of being. From the lofty perspective of your highest self, you
will learn how to train your imagination in a new way. Your wishes—all of them—can
indeed be fulfilled. By using your imagination and practicing the art of assuming the
feeling of your wishes being fulfilled, and steadfastly refusing to allow any evidence of
the outer world to distract you from your intentions, you will discover that you, by virtue
of your spiritual awareness, possess the ability to become the person you were
destined to be. This book will help you See—with a capital S—that you are Divine, and
that you already possess an inner, invisible higher self that can and will guide you
toward a mastery of the art of manifestation. You can attain this mastery through
deliberate conscious control of your imagination!
In this remarkable book lies the secret to fulfillment on all levels of our lives... With clear
and simple wisdom, Deepak Chopra explores the full meaning of wealth consciousness
and presents a step-by-step plan for creating affluence. According to Chopra, affluence
is our natural state, and the entire physical universe with all its abundance is the
offspring of an unbounded, limitless field of all possibilities. Through a series of A-to-Z
steps and everyday actions, we can learn to tap into this field and create anything we
desire. From becoming Aware of all possibilities to experiencing Zest and joy in life,
these uncommon insights gently foster the wealth consciousness needed to create
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wealth effortlessly and joyfully.
"The Book of Secrets is the finest and most profound of Deepak Chopra’s books to
date. Want the answers to the secrets of life? Let me recommend that you start right
here." —Ken Wilber, author of A Brief History of Everything We all want to know how to
find a soul mate, what career would be most fulfilling, how to live a life with meaning,
and how to teach our children well. We are looking for a personal breakthrough, a
turning point, a revelation that brings with it new meaning. The Book of Secrets—a
crystalline distillation of insights and wisdom accumulated over the lifetime of one of the
great spiritual thinkers of our time—provides an exquisite new tool for achieving just that.
Every life is a book of secrets, ready to be opened. The secret of perfect love is found
there, along with the secrets of healing, compassion, faith, and the most elusive one of
all: who we really are. We are still mysteries to ourselves, despite the proximity of these
answers, and what we most long to know remains lodged deep inside. Because
answers to the questions at the center of life are counterintuitive, they are often hidden
from view, sequestered from our everyday gaze. In his ongoing quest to elevate our
experience, bestselling author Deepak Chopra has isolated fifteen secrets that drive the
narrative of this inspiring book—and of our lives. From "The World Is in You" and "What
You Seek, You Already Are" to "Evil Is Not Your Enemy" and "You Are Truly Free
When You Are Not a Person," The Book of Secrets is rich with insights. It is a priceless
treasure that can transport us beyond change to transformation, and from there to a
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sacred place where we can savor the nectar of enlightenment.
Two health experts discuss well-being and spiritual realization by focusing on the brain,
how it functions, what it is capable of, and how the mind can control the brain to
achieve a new personal reality through the use of meditation and mindfulness.
Is it possible to venture beyond daily living and experience heightened states of
awareness? Deepak Chopra says that higher consciousness is available here and now.
“Metahuman helps us harvest peak experiences so we can see our truth and mold the
universe’s chaos into a form that brings light to the world.”—Dr. Mehmet Oz, attending
physician, New York–Presbyterian, Columbia University New York Times bestselling
author Deepak Chopra unlocks the secrets to moving beyond our present limitations to
access a field of infinite possibilities. How does one do this? By becoming metahuman.
To be metahuman, however, isn’t science fiction and is certainly not about being a
superhero. To be metahuman means to move past the limitation constructed by the
mind and enter a new state of awareness where we have deliberate and concrete
access to peak experiences that can transform people’s lives from the inside out.
Humans do this naturally—to a point. For centuries the great artists, scientists, writers,
and many so-called ordinary people have gone beyond the everyday physical world.
But if we could channel these often bewildering experiences, what would happen?
Chopra argues we would wake up to experiences that would blow open your body,
mind, and soul. Metahuman invites the reader to walk the path here and now. Waking
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up, we learn, isn’t just about mindfulness or meditation. Waking up, to become
metahuman, is to expand our consciousness in all that we think, say, and do. By going
beyond, we liberate ourselves from old conditioning and all the mental constructs that
underlie anxiety, tension, and ego-driven demands. Waking up allows life to make
sense as never before. To make this as practical as possible, Chopra ends the book
with a 31-day guide to becoming metahuman. Once you wake up, he writes, life
becomes transformed, because pure consciousness—which is the field of all
possibilities—dawns in your life. Only then does your infinite potential become your
personal reality.
Super BrainUnleashing the Explosive Power of Your Mind to Maximize Health,
Happiness, and Spiritual Well-BeingHarmony
Presents a new understanding of our genes and how simple changes in lifestyle may
boost genetic activity.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas
of a big book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover how
to transform your brain into a super brain and make the most of the incredible powers of
this sophisticated organ. You will also learn : that the brains of the greatest geniuses
are very much like yours; how the practice of meditation develops the brain's abilities;
how better use of the brain can cure depression; that certain mental techniques can
help you lose weight. Deepak Chopra and Rudolph Tanzi are recognized brain
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specialists and according to them, human beings use only 5% of the potential of this
fabulous organ. In order to make it more efficient, they share with you the powers of
learning and self-healing. Their discoveries on the secrets of the brain open the door to
your own reality and give you the keys to transform your brain into a super brain, used
in full consciousness by its owner. *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest
price of a cup of coffee!
Cutting edge scientific research has shown that exposure to the right kind of
environment during the first years of life actually affects the physical structure of a
child's brain, vastly increasing the number of neuron branches—the "magic trees of the
mind"—that help us to learn, think, and remember. At each stage of development, the
brain's ability to gain new skills and process information is refined. As a leading
researcher at the University of California at Berkeley, Marion Diamond has been a
pioneer in this field of research. Now, Diamond and award-winning science writer Janet
Hopson present a comprehensive enrichment program designed to help parents
prepare their children for a lifetime of learning.
Unleash Your Memory is your guide to unleash the invisible power of your mind using
simple Foolproof memory system, and you can become more effective, more inventive,
and more Invincible, at work, at Academics, in games and in short all walks of your
life.Written by Chakradhar Dixit, this book is a comprehensive course to improve your
memory gradually.Author takes you step-by-step through a Memory skills program,
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showcasing all of its proven techniques, which has helped him transforming his life.
According to experts understanding of how the brain responds to basic memory
training, this book offers offers strategies and tips that will enhance your mental abilities
at a realistic yet impressive rate.What this book can do for you: -It gives the flow of
learning, all the things you have not learned at school, which gives you a lot of clarity to
understand and make the right decision.It helps you to be mentally & therefore
Physically DisciplinedIt explains why it is important we should not be too dependent on
technology, as it is actually stopping us from using our brains effectively, using the
methods in this book you will have better recall, and you can read and learn
betterPeople read books and forget, read and forget, this continues.Reading this book
will enable the reader to put an end to this age-old tradition It has the methods they do
work and actually shows significant resultsIt will explain how creativity plays a crucial
role in enhancing the memorizing abilityBy using this book, you can store the
information and retrieve it whenever you need any it.You will learn to use mental map to
lock in and connect hundreds or even thousands of ideas in your long-term memory
The simple mental technique for remembering names without anxiety or social
discomfortYou will get instant recall for tests, public speaking seminars and even vital
projectsYou will learn how to use your body to remember anything you want without
writing anything downAlso it will help in keeping your brain active, keen and hence
forever young that is free from brain related issues
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THE LANDMARK BESTSELLER—NOW COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED
More than twenty-five years ago, Quantum Healing helped transform Deepak Chopra
into a cultural phenomenon. Now Dr. Chopra, hailed by Time as “the poet-prophet of
alternative medicine,” returns to this groundbreaking exploration of consciousness and
the power of mindfulness, adding the latest scientific research as well as expanded
thoughts on the connection between body and mind. Inspired by the unexplained
recovery of patients in his own practice who had been given just a few months to live,
Dr. Chopra began his search for answers. After returning to his native India to explore
humanity’s most ancient healing tradition, Ayurveda, he combined those insights with
Western medicine, neuroscience, and physics. What he discovered—a “network of
intelligence” in the human body with the potential to defeat cancer, heart disease, even
aging itself—forms the basis of Quantum Healing. In this new edition, Dr. Chopra once
again offers a fascinating intellectual journey and a deeply moving chronicle of hope
and healing. Praise for Quantum Healing “Quantum Healing didn’t set out to cure
cancer or Alzheimer’s or any other intractable disease. It set out to see the human
body, and human existence in general, through wiser eyes. As a scientist I’m
passionate about genes and the brain; as a person I’m totally fascinated by the origins
of consciousness. Quantum Healing galvanized my intuition that these areas do not
have to be separated.”—Dr. Rudolph Tanzi, from the new foreword “Deepak Chopra
illuminates our true innate capacity for healing, growth, and evolution. With the wisdom
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of an experienced doctor, girded by science, he guides us to reclaim our natural power
towards thriving. Chopra’s work is paradigm-changing for medicine and helpful beyond
measure for every human being seeking to evolve, flourish, and know our true
nature.”—Lisa Miller, Ph.D., author of The Spiritual Child and director of clinical
psychology, Teachers College, Columbia University

The authors of the New York Times bestseller Super Brain present a bold new
understanding of our genes and how simple changes in lifestyle can boost
genetic activity. The leap into "radical well-being" is a promise waiting to be
fulfilled. "You are not simply the sum total of the genes you were born with,"
writes Deepak Chopra and Rudy Tanzi. "You are the user and controller of your
genes, the author of your biological story. No prospect in self-care is more
exciting." Learning how to shape your gene activity is at the heart of this exciting
and eagerly-anticipated book from the bestselling duo behind Super Brain, which
became a nationwide hit on public television. For decades medical science has
believed that genes determined our biological destiny. Now the new genetics has
changed that assumption forever. You will always have the genes you were born
with, but genes are dynamic, responding to everything we think, say, and do.
Suddenly they've become our strongest allies for personal transformation. When
you make lifestyle choices that optimize how your genes behave, you can reach
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for a state of health and fulfillment undreamed of even a decade ago. The impact
on prevention, immunity, diet, aging, and chronic disorders is unparalleled.
""You are not simply the sum output of your genome," write Deepak Chopra and
Rudy Tanzi, Director of the Genetics and Aging Research Unit at Massachusetts
General Hospital. "You are the user and inventor of your genome." For years it
was accepted knowledge that genes were fixed components of our bodies, and
that we as individuals were incapable of altering our genetic make-up. Yet
groundbreaking research suggests that changes in lifestyle and diet can greatly
influence our genetic predispositions to disease and certain physical and
psychological behaviours. Moreover, the adoption of ancient Vedic practices
such as yoga and meditation can create genetic mutations that allow us to lead
longer and healthier lives. Super Genes includes meditation and breathing
practical exercises, as well as information on how to manage risk factors for
disease. Combining scientific research with insights from ancient traditions,
Chopra and Tanzi show how we need not be at the mercy of our genetic
inheritance. Instead, they argue, we have the power to rewire our super genes for
health and happiness."
Two authors -- one from the field of physics, the other from the realm of
spirituality -- debate the most fundamental questions about human existance.
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`Deepak Chopra`s thoughts on spirituality and child rearing are original, profound
and fascinating' BENJAMIN SPOCK, MD Deepak Chopra`s Seven Spiritual Laws
of Success have touched a chord around the globe because of their simplicity
and trust. This parenting book takes those laws one by one and explores the
many ways parents can bring them into the lives of their children. Explaining that
success depends on who you are rather than what you do, this world-renowned
physician and author shows that spirituality lies at the source of all achievement
in life. Suggesting ways that parents can help their children absorb this timeless
wisdom from an early age, Deepak Chopra offers a daily programme of practical,
thought-provoking ideas for the whole family to follow. In this way, parents can
teach their children how to live in the most effortless, harmonious and creative
way - and thus know true abundance thoughout their lives.
"Ich kann mein Gehirn nutzen und lasse mich nicht von ihm benutzen." Der
bekannte Neurowissenschaftler Rudolph E. Tanzi und Deepak Chopra verbinden
Wissenschaft und Persönlichkeitsentwicklung und erklären, wie die
spektakulären Erkenntnisse der Neurowissenschaften u. a. bei Alzheimer,
Depression, Angst und Übergewicht angewandt werden können. Sie entwerfen
eine neue Vision des Gehirns und zeigen, wie Achtsamkeit und Meditation
nachweisbare Veränderungen in den neuronalen Bahnen bewirken. Ihr
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gemeinsames Fazit: Nichts ist unmöglich. Die Reaktion in Amerika: "A mindblowing book."
Edited by Rebecca Skloot, award-winning science writer and New York Times
bestselling author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks, and her father, Floyd
Skloot, an award-winning poet and writer, and past contributor to the series, The
Best American Science Writing 2011 collects into one volume the most crucial,
thought-provoking, and engaging science writing of the year. Culled from a wide
variety of publications, these selections of outstanding journalism cover the full
spectrum of scientific inquiry, providing a comprehensive overview of the most
compelling, relevant, and exciting developments in the world of science.
Provocative and engaging, The Best American Science Writing 2011 reveals just
how far science has brought us—and where it is headed next.
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